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Figure 4.
Formation ofa deformed helicoidal structure by polymerization-induced d~ffiision on a length scale equal to a ir mole
cular rotation (‘rightfigure~) . As a result the optical properties change. The rightfigure shows the higher order reflection
bands popping up as a result ofthe helix deformation.

pitch of the material by which the helix deforms becomes
it becomes locally saturated with the chiral monomer.
This process is schematically shown in figure 4.

As a result of the helix deformation the films achieve
highly interesting optical properties. Not only will the
film exhibit higher order reflection bands as is shown in
figure 4. They also acquire optical anisotropy in the plane
of the film because of the slightly preferential orientation
in the planar helicoidal configuration. In the z-direction
the refractive index is isotropic and considerably lower
than the indices in the film plane, which means that they
can be utilized as special biaxial negative C-plate retar
ders that are difficult to achieve by other means. In a spe
cial case the pitch gradient can be combined with the he
lix deformation. When the optical properties are well ad
justed the film then transmits linearly polarized light ra
ther than circularly polarized light. Using the wideband
chiral-nematic polymer networks for the polarizer appli
cation in flat panel liquid crystal displays, this makes that
an additional conversion step from circularly to linearly
polarized light by a quarter wave retarder film can be om
itted.
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SPIN-INJECTION NANODEVICES

B. Koopmans, M.V. Tiba, and C.J.P. Smits
Center for NanoMaterials and Department of Applied
Physics, Eindhoven University ofTechnology (TU/e)

After the scientific discovery and successive commercial
application of giant-magnetoresistive spin valves, and
more recently magnetic tunneljunctions, spintronics is
presently about to enter a new era. Rather than just using
spintronic devices as passive switches or field sensors,
completely new applications are envisioned for active
spin-injection devices. An introduction on spin-injection
into metals and semiconductors, both electrically and op
tically, will be provided. After discussing different device
concepts, some activities at TU/e will be highlighted. The
mergence of the field of magneto-electronic devices with
that of semiconductor electronics has recently made re
searchers to speculate on a possible incorporation of or
ganic materials in spintronic devices. Its advantages and
some first attempts towards such molecular spintronics
will be commented.

Spintronics aims at designing electronic devices in which
the electron-spin plays a decisive role[1]. In spin-injec
tion devices a spin-polarized current is injected into a me
dium, e.g., from a ferromagnetic metal into a semicon
ductor. After successful injection, carriers can be control
led by electrical and magnetic means. Based on this prin
ciple, novel device concepts covering spin transistors,
opto-spintronics and logic are envisioned. Other options
are provided by injection into metals. Injecting a spin-po
larized current from one ferromagnetic electrode into
another, gives rise to a torque on the magnetization. This
phenomenon can be used for effective magnetic swit
ching when the dimension of the device is reduced to the
nanometer regime.
For a long time, injection of a spin-polarized current into
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Figure].
Optical injection experiment (5 K) on a (Cd,Mn,)Te QW
structure with 12% Mn in the barrier and 6% in the well.
Spin-polarized electrons and holes are injected optically
at zero delay time. The induced magneto-optical signal
reflects a rapidly oscillating contribution (‘g = 24) due to
precessing electrons in the appliedfield (~- 1 T,). The non-
oscillatory decaying signal is due to the holes, ofwhich
the spin is pinned’ by the confinement in the QW Thus
one can discriminate between electron and hole spin scat
tering times, of8 and 2ps, respectively. On a longer time
scale, slowly precessing manganese moments are obser
ved (g = 2), to which the carrier spin has been partly
transferred. [2]

Figure 2.
Magneto-resistance (MR) ofan A l-EuS-Gdjunction with
an EuS ferromagnetic barriei~ and a nonmagnetic (Al)
and ferromagnetic (Gd) electrode. The relative orienta
tion oftheferromagnets can be tuned by applying a inag
netic field, because of the distinct switchingfields. Large
MR exceeding 100% is achieved at temperatureswell be
low the Curie temperature (16 K), and vanishes above
(shown 2 K and 30 K). Switching characteristics are rat
her obscure, probably due the concentration ofcurrent th
rough relatively small ‘hot spots ‘in the EuS barrier [3J

a semiconductor has been a fundamental problem. The
most trivial route, direct injection from a ferromagnetic
metal (FM) into the semiconductor (SC), has been shown
to be principally impossible due to the large ‘conductivity
mismatch’. Although fully electronic solutions providing
satisfactory injection efficiency are gradually becoming
available, optical tools have been shown to provide unique
complementary information. Optical injection and detec
tion of spin-polarized carriers is a very efficient process
in direct band gap semiconductors. In this way, detailed
studies of the propagation and relaxation of spin through
complex semiconductor structures, can be realized with
out the need for electrical injection. Alternatively, electri
cal injection has been proven optically by electro-lumi
nescence, in which circularly polarized photons are detec
ted upon recombination of spin-polarized electron-hole
pairs (‘spin-LED’). In our present work at TU/e, we are
investigating the dynamics of optically injected carriers
(see figure 2, [2]) in hybrid ferromagnetic/semiconductor
structures (including realistic ‘spin-LEDs’). Moreover,
we are developing novel optical tools to optically detect
electrically injected spins.
As to electrical injection, a number of routes is being ex
ploited, including injection from Il-VI diluted magnetic
semiconductors, ferromagnetic GaMnAs, and across an
Fe/GaAs Schottky barrier. However, these routes are still
limited to low temperatures, high magnetic fields, and/or
relatively low efficiencies. Other options being intensive
ly explored are the use of ferromagnets with (almost)
100% spin-polarization, so-called half metals, and injec
tion via a tunnel barrier. At TU/e, a novel solution using
ferromagnetic insulators (e.g. EuS) as a tunnel barrier
with a spin-dependent transmission coefficient is being
investigated (figure 2). Such a magnetic tunnel barrier
acts as a highly resistive spin-selective filtering element.
Due to the large exchange splitting of 0.35 eV between
spin-up and spin-down states in EuS below 16K, even for
a thickness in the nanometer regime a spinfiltering effi
ciency of close to 100% can be achieved [3].
Whereas most efforts worldwide are presently focusing
on the use of conventional (inorganic) semiconductors, a
limited number of groups started to investigate the incor
poration of organic (molecular) materials in such magne
tic devices. Thus, two areas within modern applied phy
sics research that have received growing attention over
the past decade are being combined: spintronics and mo
lecular electronics. A particular motivation is provided by
the notion that organic materials have specific properties
that make them appealing for implementation in spintro
nic applications, such as the intrinsically low spin-orbit
scattering that provides extremely long spin relaxation ti
mes. Moreover, they provide the possibility to exploit
both the electron and hole spin - the latter being in practi
ce impossible for conventional inorganic semiconductor
devices. Also, it has been argued that the efficiency of or
dinary organic light emitting diodes (OLED5) would pro
fit from controlling the spin state of the two injectors, by
increasing the formation of radiative singlet excitons.
Despite these promising opportunities, little is known
about the fundamentals of spin-polarized transport
through organic media. Moreover, severe practical corn-
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plications are being faced, such as the apparent incompa
tibility of reactive ferromagnetic interfaces with organic
molecules that often hinders ordering of a molecular film
or even causes decomposition of the molecules. Recently,
at TU/e we started to explore ordering of various organic
molecules on ferromagnetic substrates, as illustrated in
figure 3. Very promising is our finding that pentacene
tends to grow in an almost layer- by-layer fashion, produ
cing ordered terraces of square micrometers even on po
lycrystalline cobalt! [41
We investigated the electronic structure of these cobalt/
pentacene interfaces by means of Ultraviolet Photo-
emission Spectroscopy (UPS). We found significant char
ge redistribution, but molecular orbitals that keep well in
tact [5]. A clear injection barrier could be deduced, a con
clusion that would be of extreme relevance for implemen
tation in injection devices. Typical experimental results
are displayed in figure 4.
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Figure 4.
Measured UPS spectrum ofpentacene on Co, at variable coverage, 15 A corresponding to one monolayer A clear d~ffe
rence between the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and the Fermi level of the metallic substrate is meas
ured. In the rightpanel a change ofbindingproperties during deposition ofthefirst monolayer is observed (a sh~fl ofthe
HOMO by 0.3 e see dashed lines, possibly due to a reorientation ofthe molecule. [5J,)

Figure 3.
Various types ofordering ofmolecular materials after UHV deposition onferromagnetic substrates, recently obtained at
TU/e. (a) STM image ofPTC’DA molecular ordering on Ni(7 1 1,): 0, (b,,) AFM image 0fPTCDA ciystallite on poly-Co (c)
layer-by-layer growth ofpentacene on poly-crystalline Co - the step height exactly matches the interlayer spacing in the
crystal structure ofpentacene. f4j
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